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Details of Visit:

Author: Medium Bang Theory
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Sat 1 Apr 2017 19:00
Duration of Visit: 1 Hours
Amount Paid: 140
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Olina Oriental Escorts
Website: http://www.olina-oriental-escort.com
Phone: 07508538000

The Premises:

My only reservation when booking Annabelle was the fact that she was located in Bayswater, my
most hated location in central London. Queensway is the wart on the bum of The City of
Westminster - a decaying tourist trap with excessively greedy landlords, not a single decent pub,
and some of the premises that I’ve visited there have been truly dismal.

Luckily, once I got Annabelle’s address from Olina and checked it on Street View, it was in a
perfectly nice district midway between Lancaster Gate, Paddington and Queensway. The nearest
pub is the Leinster Arms, which was a great place to get my bearings, have a vodka, and let the
clock tick down. (Maybe it’s just me, but I’d advertise her in Lancaster Gate (when the station re-
opens) – a far nicer sounding locale, and just as accurate).

Once I arrived, it was the customary emergence from behind the front door before being guided into
her huge bedroom. There’s not much furniture, which is fine by me as I’m perfectly happy with just
a decent bed, but I was rather taken aback to see it covered with a plain quilt, apparently all ready
for diving under. That was a first for me - does anyone actually get into bed with an escort, apart
from on a winter overnight?

Annabelle put some nice ignorable background music on her phone, and I felt totally at ease.

The Lady:

I’m one of the biggest complainers on the forum of Photo-shopped pictures, but even videos can
give a totally wrong impression. Annabelle comes across as a self-confident man-eating tigress, but
with me she was quite shy, and an absolute pussy-cat.

She was dressed exactly as requested – in luxurious black lace underwear with real stockings and
suspenders, and heels. I suddenly realised that, after countless (well, actually 174) punts and being
a dab hand at unhooking bras, I’ve never had the experience of separating stockings from
suspenders; I’m sure I could have worked it out but, as it happened, it didn’t matter as she had her
panties over the top and so they slipped off with no awkward fumbling.

Obviously, Annabelle was as shown in her video and there were no nasty little surprises. She was
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much taller that most of her Thai colleagues, and she was also one of the very few that does not
shave completely. Until I encountered her I had always much preferred a totally smooth girl, but her
pubes were either naturally sparse or else very neatly trimmed, and they looked lovely – very
womanly!

I should also comment on her boobs – in the photos and video they do appear enhanced, but in the
flesh they look and feel completely natural. I couldn’t perceive any tell-tale scars in the subdued
lighting and they’re not rock-hard, stone-cold, and inanimate like many. I would guess that this is
because she hasn’t been greedy with the silicone, and they perfectly match her frame.

It goes without saying that she has beautiful soft hair, and further turn-ons for me were her
gorgeously tapered waist and the very restrained and discrete body art.

And it gets even better - Annabelle really does have one of the most delightful pussies that I’ve
ever worshipped. Without wishing to sound crude and with the utmost respect, women vary hugely
in the “Y” and there is one particular anatomical feature that is rather “understated” on the vast
majority of women, but Annabelle is beautifully well-defined and pure text-book!

In case you haven’t figured it out yet, I found Annabelle physically irresistible – and by the time I
left, I was equally impressed by her personality.

The Story:

It’s been a long time since I’ve met a girl that I’ve been prepared to take the time and effort to
promote on here with a full-blown review. Over the last few months I’ve had some erratic and
disappointing experiences with the severely diminished pool of agency Thai girls, and it took a lot to
tempt me back.

Annabelle was mentioned on the forum recently and so I had a look at her profile on Olina – the fact
that she has a video there worked hugely in her favour, but, being cynical, I studied it closely to see
whether the director/editor was hiding anything.

Although video is harder to tamper with than still, they can still do a little stretching, and they can
avoid exposing garish tattoos or mum-tums in the final edit. I admit it – I take a rather distrustful
view of marketing, whether it be for escorts or mobile phone deals! But, hard as I looked, I couldn’t
fault Annabelle!

I booked her a day in advance and the replies from Olina were instant, courteous and positive. On
the day, they texted me three hours before the appointment to give a final confirmation and I took
the opportunity to request “soft lingerie with stockings and heels, please!” – she does look
awesome in the thigh-high boots but, remembering Coco in her latex phase, spending valuable
minutes trying to prise them off can be a real passion-killer. Maybe on a longer appointment….?

I arrived fresh, clean, reasonably sober and exactly on time and, once we’d said “Hi” and sorted
out the fee, I simply had to sit on the edge of the bed and gawp at Annabelle like a love-sick
teenager for a few minutes. This is exactly why I’m happy to pay for sex - I’m honest enough with
myself to accept that my chances of being anything more than a passing acquaintance with a girl as
young and stunning as Annabelle are effectively zero! In real life she is completely unattainable,
and yet she was so open, unspoilt and appreciative of my attentions that I was on Cloud Nine both
during, and for a long time after, our one hour together.

Like all escorts, she seemed to have a default routine but I immediately took the lead and went into
my own fantasy – a slow seduction leading to a long and very intense RO. It actually took her quite
a while to trust me and relax, which is only to be expected at a first meeting. But, when she did
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become fully responsive to my DATY, it was one of the most flattering experiences of my punting
life. I was briefly taken aback when I could sense her covering me up when I suggested 69 – I have
been known to get up and walk when this happens – but Annabelle was perfectly happy to peel it off
and give me the full sensation. I really enjoyed her oral skills and it felt enthusiastic and deep, so
after a while I needed to slow things down and pushed her up for some face-sitting and then it was
thirty minute blur of more RO and OWO.

I got to a point where I was desperate to penetrate her – at the hint she covered me up and
unhesitatingly and happily got on top and progressively worked me deeper and deeper inside her. I
only have a few favoured positions, but Annabelle’s cowgirl was so sublime that I simply did not
have the desire to try anything else. She was making the most heart-melting, barely audible noises
and seemed to be enjoying it. After a while I could hold back no longer – it was so intense that it
was painful, especially as she decided that she wanted (needed?) a few more minutes. I had
neither the wish nor the will to stop her.

This was the only instance where Annabelle displayed any hint of the advertised “mild dom”, but I
think that she probably worked out within five minutes that I was not the kind of customer – YMMV!

Eventually, she released me! As it happened, there were only ten minutes left so we had a really
nice and funny conversation and I accepted her offer of a beer, but joked that she should stock
Singha for that authentic Thai experience.

There are more details that I could add but they’re for my private notes and enjoyment - if you’re
still reading then I strongly suggest that you meet and appreciate her fully for yourself. If you like her
video and are seeking a wonderful GFE then Annabelle is as near perfect as I’ve experienced.

Summary

Annabelle is an absolute delight, not only to touch and feel, but also to talk and joke with. After two
or three months in London she still seems totally unspoilt, and I hope that she stays that way as I
am looking forward to many happy returns.
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